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DIRECT PAYMENT CLAUSES AND THE FRAUD UPON THE
BANKRUPTCY LAW PRINCIPLE:
RE HORIZON EARTHWORKS LTD. (BANKRUPT)
RODERICK J. WOOD*
I. INTRODUCTION
Bankruptcy law is overwhelmingly statutory in character. Nonetheless, there are small
islands of common law rules that supplement the operation of the bankruptcy statute. One
such common law rule is the principle that it is not lawful for parties to use contractual
provisions to circumvent bankruptcy law. In Canada, it has been referred to as the “fraud
upon the bankruptcy law” principle. The principle can be traced back to the eighteenth
century in England,1 but in Canada it has been applied in only a handful of cases over the
past century. The principle applied in Canada is robust in the sense that there has been
virtually no change to it over this time. In contrast, there has been a rapid and recent
transformation of it in England. The principle has split into two distinct subrules, and their
substantive requirements have drifted ever further apart. The Alberta Court of Appeal in Re
Horizon Earthworks Ltd. (Bankrupt)2 applied the principle in respect of a direct payment
clause in a construction contract, and the case provides an opportunity to examine how it has
been applied in Canada and to compare this to the recent English developments.
II. THE FACTS
Horizon Earthworks Ltd. (Horizon) specialized in road construction, rough grading, and
base work in northern and central Alberta. Horizon encountered financial difficulties that
resulted in the appointment of a receiver manager in November 2009 and later an assignment
in bankruptcy in April 2010. At the time of the appointment of the receiver manager, Horizon
had several uncompleted contracts in different locations in Alberta. One of these
uncompleted construction contracts was with the Municipal District of Greenview No. 16
(Greenview), which had been entered into in September of 2008. In an attempt to protect
subtrades who were prohibited from filing builder’s liens against a municipality, Greenview
had included a provision (the direct payment clause) in the construction contract which
permitted Greenview to pay the subtrades if Horizon failed to do so.
On October 2008, Horizon posted a performance bond and a labour and material payment
bond, each in the amount of $761,661. Horizon was the principal, Greenview was the obligee
and trustee, and Western Surety Company (Western Surety) was the surety under these
bonds. Horizon also entered into an indemnity and security agreement with Western Surety
on April 2008, but Western Surety did not register a financing statement in respect of it. The
Bank of Nova Scotia (the Bank) had advanced funds to Horizon through an operating line
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of credit. To secure the loan, Horizon entered into a general security agreement under which
it granted to the Bank a security interest in all of its present and after-acquired personal
property. A financing statement was properly registered in the Alberta Personal Property
Registry in June 2008, thereby perfecting the security interest.
Horizon ceased work on the construction contract, and left over $900,000 owing to
creditors. Upon declaring Horizon in default under the construction contract, Greenview
made a claim under the performance bond. Western Surety arranged for a third party
contractor to complete the work, and this was paid for by Greenview. Western Surety also
paid $283,302.67 to unpaid creditors under the labour and materials bond. Greenview wished
to pay the unsecured creditors the difference between the original contract price ($1,497,824)
and the amounts paid by Greenview to Horizon ($723,560) together with the amount paid
to the third party contractor ($383,000). Both Western Surety and the Bank objected to this
payment on the ground that they were entitled to any monies that were owing to Horizon
under the construction contract.
Greenview sought direction on whether it could directly pay subcontractors and suppliers
of Horizon and then deduct these payments from the amounts due to Horizon under the
construction contract. Western Surety claimed the funds pursuant to the terms in the
indemnity and security agreement with Horizon. The Bank claimed the funds pursuant to its
perfected security interest in all accounts owing to Horizon.
III. THE CHAMBERS DECISION AND THE APPEAL
The chambers judge held that Greenview was not entitled to pay Horizon’s unsecured
creditors pursuant to the direct payment clause in the construction contract.3 He observed that
the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act provides a statutory scheme of distribution under which
ordinary unsecured creditors share rateably, and that giving effect to the direct payment
clause would allow the parties to construct a “private reorganization” of the statutory
distribution scheme.4 He held that the parties should not be permitted to make an “end-run”
around the legislation.5 Under the Personal Property Security Act,6 the Bank’s security
interest had priority over the unsecured creditors of Horizon as well as over the unperfected
security interest of Western Surety. He therefore granted the bank’s application for a
declaration that its security interest was entitled to priority, and ordered the funds to be paid
by Greenview to the bank.
Two issues were argued on appeal to the Alberta Court of Appeal. The first was whether
the chambers judge erred in determining that money payable to Horizon under the
construction contract with Greenview was payable to the Bank. The second was whether the
judge erred in directing the payment of money without determining how, and if, the money
was owing to Horizon on the facts of the case.
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On the first issue, the Court began by noting that the contractual arrangements were
utilized because of the inability of subcontractors and suppliers to file construction liens for
work on public highways. It was for this reason that the construction contract contained
provisions that sought to ensure that these third party claims were paid. The direct payment
clause provided that Greenview “may pay directly to any claimant such amount as
[Greenview] determines is owing, rendering to [Horizon] the balance due after deducting the
payments so made.”7 The indemnity and security agreement between Horizon and Western
Surety also contained protective provisions. Under this agreement, Horizon agreed and
declared that all funds that become due under any bonded contract were trust funds held by
Horizon for the benefit of the suppliers and sub-contractors.
The Court next considered the Canadian and English authorities that considered direct
payment clauses.8 The Supreme Court of Canada in AN Bail v. Gingras9 dealt with a similar
provision that permitted the general contractor to pay obligations that were owed by a
subcontractor in connection with the project. In this decision, the Court discussed two
English decisions — In re Wilkinson, Ex parte Fowler10 and Re Tout and Finch, Ltd.11 — that
appeared to uphold the validity of direct payment clauses upon a bankruptcy of the
contractor. In Wilkinson, Justice Bigham emphasized the commercially desirable goals that
underlie the inclusion of a direct payments clause in construction contracts. He pointed out
that these clauses benefit the owner as they are able to obtain more advantageous contracts
when subtrades and suppliers “know that there is a reasonable probability that they will be
paid.”12 Justice Bigham also thought it relevant that the contract involved an irrevocable
authorization given by the contractor that allowed the other party to pay the subtrades instead
of paying the contractor. The person who owed the obligation was authorized to pay
someone other than that contractor and this authorization could not be lawfully withdrawn.
The implication was that if the contract authorized the payor to pay someone other than the
contractor, the payor enjoyed this right both against the contractor and against the
contractor’s trustee in bankruptcy.
The Supreme Court of Canada in Bail held that this analysis failed to come to grips with
the real issue. The question was whether the clause could supersede the statutory distribution
scheme in the bankruptcy legislation. Justice Chouinard for the Court held that it could not,
stating that “[i]t would be to disregard the Bankruptcy Act and deprive it of all meaning if the
debtor of a bankrupt, instead of paying the trustee, were authorized, by contract or some
other means, to pay one or other of the creditors of the bankrupt as he saw fit.”13
The Alberta Court of Appeal held that although Greenview was entitled to invoke the
direct payment clause and pay subcontractors and suppliers before the occurrence of
bankruptcy, the contractual provision could not be employed after the bankruptcy to replace
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the statutory scheme of distribution provided for in the BIA.14 At the date of the bankruptcy,
the debt was owed to Horizon. This debt was therefore an asset that vested in Horizon’s
trustee in bankruptcy, and the claims of the creditors were entitled to stand on an equal
footing under bankruptcy law. The Court rejected Greenview’s argument that Bail could be
distinguished by virtue of the additional documentation that created a different relationship
between the parties. The Court held that, although the language in the contractual documents
between Horizon and Western Surety used language that indicated that unpaid funds were
to be earmarked with a trust, Greenview was not a party to those agreements and had no legal
obligation to pay unpaid creditors. The obligation that Greenview owed to Horizon vested
in Horizon’s trustee in bankruptcy, but this was subject of the rights of any secured creditors.
Although Western Surety had obtained an earlier security interest in the funds, it failed to
register under the PPSA. The Bank’s perfected security interest in the fund was entitled
priority to the extent that any money was owed under the construction contract.
On the second issue — whether Greenview owed the money to Horizon — the Court held
that the Bank’s security interest in accounts only gave it a right to claim the funds if the
money was due and owing to Horizon. Although the project had been completed, it was an
unrelated third party that performed the remaining work. Therefore, the Court thought that
there was a very live issue on whether there existed any liability on the part of Greenview
to pay Horizon in light of the fact that Horizon had defaulted under the contract and that the
remaining work had been performed by someone else. The Court was of the view that this
question was a serious one that should not be determined in a summary manner without full
argument. As the matter had not been addressed by the chambers judge, the Court allowed
the appeal and directed a trial on the issue of whether Horizon was owed money by
Greenview.
IV. THE OPERATIVE LEGAL PRINCIPLES
In order to properly analyze the decision, it is necessary to examine the operative common
law rules, the ongoing debates about them in England, and the recent statutory modification
of these rules in Canada. Once a more complete picture is drawn, it is possible to consider
the Court’s approach in Horizon Earthworks.
A.

THE “FRAUD UPON THE BANKRUPTCY LAW” PRINCIPLE

Both the Horizon Earthworks and Bail decisions applied a principle that in Canada is
sometimes referred to as the “fraud upon the bankruptcy law” principle.15 At its core, it
involves the idea that it should not be lawful for parties to use contractual provisions to
circumvent bankruptcy law. In Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce v. Bramalea Inc.,16
Justice Blair considered the operation of a partnership agreement that provided that upon
insolvency of one of the partners, the non-insolvent partner may purchase the interest of the
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insolvent partner at the lesser of book value or fair market value. He expressed the principle
by citing counsel’s factum:
A provision in an agreement which provides that upon an insolvency, value is removed from the reach of the
insolvent person’s creditors to which would otherwise have been available to them, and places that value in
the hands of others — presumably in a contract other than a valid secured transaction — is void on the basis
that it violates the public policy of equitable and fair distribution amongst unsecured creditors in insolvency
situations.17

He held that the fraud upon the bankruptcy law principle covers cases dealing with the
deprivation on an asset as well as those that involve the diversion on an asset to the favoured
creditor at the expense of the other creditors. The principle applies to the forfeiture of an
asset, but also to cases where another party is permitted to acquire the asset for less than its
full value. Although early English authorities thought the principle required proof of actual
fraud,18 Canadian decisions make it clear that this refers to “fraud in the effect” rather than
“in the sense of dishonesty or impropriety.”19
The Supreme Court of Canada in Bail recognized that the principle does not apply if the
asset does not belong to the bankrupt or is not divisible among the creditors, as the trustee
in bankruptcy will then have no right to distribute it to the creditors. The principle therefore
would not apply if the bankrupt had assigned the debt to another prior to the bankruptcy. Nor
would it apply if the bankrupt had agreed to hold that asset in trust for the benefit of
another.20 The principle would also not apply if, on a proper interpretation of the agreement,
the debt was owed to the subcontractors rather than to the bankrupt.
At one time, English decisions took a similar view of the matter. There was a single
principle that applied to cases where the contractual provision attempted to withdraw an asset
from the bankrupt estate as well as to cases where the contractual provision attempted to give
a creditor a greater share than they were entitled to in bankruptcy.21 The 2011 decision of the
Supreme Court of the United Kingdom in Belmont Park Investments Pty Ltd. v. BNY
Corporate Trustee Services Ltd.22 fundamentally reformulated this principle. There are now
two distinct but related subrules — the anti-deprivation rule and the pari passu rule — that
prevent parties from contracting out of the insolvency statutes.
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THE ANTI-DEPRIVATION RULE

The anti-deprivation rule operates by invalidating provisions that withdraw an asset that
would otherwise be available to satisfy the claims of creditors upon the insolvency of the
party or the commencement of insolvency proceedings. A classic statement of the antideprivation rule is found in Whitmore v. Mason: “no person possessed of property can
reserve that property to himself until he shall become bankrupt, and then provide that, in the
event of his becoming bankrupt, it shall pass to another and not to his creditors.”23
The anti-deprevation rule is subject to a number of significant limitations.24 One of the
earliest limitations was the distinction drawn between provisions that provide for the
defeasance of an absolute interest and those that create determinable or limited interests.25
The former involve the outright transfer of an interest that is forfeited upon the occurrence
of bankruptcy. These violate the anti-deprivation rule. The latter involve a determinable
interest in which the quantum of the interest is “limited by the stipulated event, so that the
occurrence of that event marks the end of the duration of the interest.”26 These do not violate
the anti-deprivation rule. The distinction has been criticized as “little short of disgraceful”
when applied to “a rule professedly founded on considerations of public policy.”27
Nevertheless, the courts adhere to this distinction, and in the result leases and licences that
terminate upon the occurrence of bankruptcy are unaffected, as are protective trusts that are
granted by the settlor to a beneficiary until the beneficiary’s bankruptcy. A second limitation
on the efficacy of the anti-deprivation rule is that it only applies if the triggering event is
either the insolvency of the party or the commencement of insolvency proceedings.28
The Court in Belmont held that a deliberate intention to evade the insolvency laws is
required before the anti-deprivation rule is engaged. Where the parties are acting in good
faith and the transaction serves a legitimate commercial purpose, the rule will not apply.29
The emphasis on good faith and a sensible commercial purpose appears to have also
weakened the hold of the earlier limitations. The Court was unwilling to discard the
distinction in respect of leases on the basis that it was far beyond the judicial function to do
away with a 200-year-old principle. But beyond these traditional exceptions, the distinction
is no longer relevant. Lord Collins thought that it was necessary to do so because of the ease
with which the anti-deprivation rule could be evaded:
But it does not follow that any proprietary right which is expressed to determine or change on bankruptcy
is outside the anti-deprivation rule…. If it were so, then the anti-deprivation rule would have virtually no
content. This is the “flawed asset” theory, the idea that, where it is an inherent feature of an asset from the
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inception of its grant that it can be taken away from the grantee (whether in the event of his insolvency or
otherwise), the law will recognise and give effect to such a provision. If that theory were generally
applicable, it would represent such an easy way of avoiding the application of the principle, that the principle
would be left with little value.30

C.

THE PARI PASSU RULE

Whereas the purpose of the anti-deprivation rule is to prevent the use of contractual
provisions that withdraw an asset from the insolvency proceedings, thereby reducing the
value of the insolvent estate to the prejudice of the creditors, the purpose of the pari passu
rule31 is to prevent the use of contractual provisions that circumvent the statutory provisions
distribution and thereby gives one creditor more than its proper share.32 The pari passu rule
is therefore not concerned about a net reduction in the assets available to creditors by virtue
of the removal of an asset from the bankrupt estate. Instead, it is concerned with provisions
that attempt to give one creditor more favourable treatment than another. Both subrules are
premised on the general principle that parties cannot contract out of insolvency legislation.
The difference in underlying purpose explains why some features of the anti-deprivation rule
differ from the pari passu rule. The anti-deprivation rule is concerned with provisions that
are triggered by insolvency or insolvency proceedings since these are the events that cause
the withdrawal of the asset. The pari passu rule does not concern itself with the triggering
event because its concern is how the assets of the bankrupt estate are to be distributed among
the creditors.
The leading English decision on the pari passu rule is British Eagle International Air
Lines Ltd. v. Compagnie Nationale Air France.33 The case involved a clearing house system
for settling claims among member airlines. Under this arrangement, sums due from member
airlines were netted out so as to simplify settlement of these debts. The clearing house would
calculate the credit balances in respect of airlines that carried passengers for other airlines.
It would also calculate debits claimed by other airlines against that airline. If the airline was
in a net credit position, the clearing house would pay this amount to the airline. If it was in
a net debit position, the airline would pay this amount to the clearing house. British Eagle
was in a net credit position against Air France, but overall it was in a net debit position. A
majority of the House of Lords held that this was an infringement of the pari passu principle
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rule in respect of transactions that were not completed before the commencement of
insolvency proceedings.34
Two earlier English authorities had validated the use of direct payment clauses in
insolvency.35 In neither case was the conflict with insolvency legislation considered. Some
commentators have suggested that a flawed assets theory can be used to justify the outcome
in these decisions.36 The contractor obtained a right to payment that was subject to the
limitation that the owner could elect to pay the subcontractors. The debt is conditional in the
sense that the right to its payment by the contractor has not arisen because the owner has the
right to pay it to the subcontractors. Although courts in Australia and Ireland have endorsed
this view, courts in New Zealand, South Africa, Singapore, Hong Kong, and Northern Ireland
have all taken the view that a direct payment clause contravenes the pari passu rule.37 Bail
and Horizon Earthworks place Canada firmly within the latter camp. Many but not all
commentators in England have been persuaded that British Eagle has altered the law and
rendered direct payment clauses ineffective.38
A fundamental difference between the anti-deprivation rule and the pari passu rule is that
considerations of good faith and legitimate commercial purpose are irrelevant in relation to
the pari passu rule.39 The clearing system that was put into place in British Eagle had a
sensible commercial objective and there was “no trace in the scheme of any plan to divert
money in the event of a liquidation.”40 There is similarly a legitimate commercial purpose
for direct payment clauses. These provisions were included in Horizon Earthworks because
the subcontractors were not able to file builder’s liens in respect of work that was done on
highways. The contractor attempted to overcome this through the inclusion of contractual
provisions that could be invoked to protect unpaid subcontractors. This was of obvious
benefit to the subcontractors. It also benefited the contractor since it lessened the chance of
the project being delayed because of the refusal of the subcontractor to complete the work
unless paid.41
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The case ultimately turned on a technical interpretation of the contractual provision. If British Eagle’s
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THE STATUTORY ANTI-DEPRIVATION RULE
IN THE CANADIAN INSOLVENCY LAW STATUTES

The matter is further complicated in Canada because of the enactment, in 2009, of a
statutory anti-deprivation rule in Canada’s insolvency statutes. The anti-deprivation rule has
been significantly modified in restructuring proceedings and in relation to bankruptcy
proceedings in respect of individuals. This legislative modification of the anti-deprivation
rule does not apply to bankruptcy proceedings against corporations or other artificial entities.
This means that the statutory anti-deprivation rule applies in respect of commercial
restructurings and consumer bankruptcies, and the common law anti-deprivation rule applies
in respect of commercial bankruptcies. This legislative approach is based on provisions
found in the United States Bankruptcy Code.42 These provisions regulate ipso facto clauses,
which is the term used in the United States to denote contractual provisions that result in
termination of a contract or a deprivation or forfeiture of an asset by virtue of an insolvency
event.
Section 84.2 of the BIA provides:
(1)

No person may terminate or amend — or claim an accelerated payment or forfeiture of the term
under — any agreement, including a security agreement, with a bankrupt individual by reason only
of the individual’s bankruptcy or insolvency.

(2)

If the agreement referred to in subsection (1) is a lease, the lessor may not terminate or amend, or
claim an accelerated payment or forfeiture of the term under, the lease by reason only of the
bankruptcy or insolvency or of the fact that the bankrupt has not paid rent in respect of any period
before the time of the bankruptcy.

(3)

No public utility may discontinue service to a bankrupt individual by reason only of the individual’s
bankruptcy or insolvency or of the fact that the bankrupt individual has not paid for services rendered
or material provided before the time of the bankruptcy.

(4)

Nothing in this section is to be construed as
(a)

prohibiting a person from requiring payments to be made in cash for goods, services, use of
leased property or other valuable consideration provided after the time of the bankruptcy; or

(b)
(5)

requiring the further advance of money or credit.

Any provision in an agreement that has the effect of providing for, or permitting, anything that, in
substance, is contrary to this section is of no force or effect.

(6)

On application by a party to an agreement or by a public utility, the court may declare that this
section does not apply — or applies only to the extent declared by the court — if the applicant

42
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satisfies the court that the operation of this section would likely cause the applicant significant
financial hardship.43

Further subsections provide that these provisions do not apply to derivatives contracts.44
Similar provisions are found in the Companies’ Creditors Arrangement Act45 as well as the
commercial proposal provisions of the BIA, except that these provisions are not limited to
individuals but apply in insolvency proceedings against corporations and other artificial
entities.46
The statutory anti-deprivation rule is far more expansive than the common law principle.
First, the traditional exclusion of determinable or limited interests such as leases and
intellectual property licences is rejected. Second, in the case of leases and services provided
by public utilities, the anti-deprivation rule applies to a non-insolvency triggering event in
the form of a non-payment of rent or past goods and services. The common law principle,
in contrast, only applies where the deprivation is triggered by insolvency or the
commencement of insolvency proceedings. Third, the elements of good faith and sensible
commercial purpose that are part of the English common law anti-deprivation rule are not
relevant in respect of the statutory anti-deprivation rule. Fourth, the statutory anti-deprivation
rule does not apply to derivatives contracts, whereas the common law anti-deprivation rule
is not so limited. Fifth, the statutory anti-deprivation rule can be declared by a court to be
inapplicable if the applicant satisfies the court that its operation would likely cause the
applicant significant financial hardship.
V. ANALYSIS OF THE HORIZON EARTHWORKS DECISION
What then does Horizon Earthworks tell us about the current state of law in Canada? The
decision recognizes that there is a common law rule based on public policy that prevents
parties from contracting out of bankruptcy laws. Despite the fact that the rule is still referred
to as the “fraud upon the bankruptcy law” principle, the Horizon Earthworks decision
confirms that the current Canadian rule is not based upon any requirement of establishing
fraudulent intent on the part of the contracting party. The direct payment clause served a
legitimate commercial purpose and was fully operative so long as bankruptcy proceedings
had not been brought. The direct payment clause was ineffective in bankruptcy because it
interfered with the bankruptcy scheme of distribution, not because of any lack of good faith
on the part of Greenview. The decision also rejects a “flawed asset” theory that would treat
debt owing to the bankrupt as never having arisen due to the owner having been given the
right to choose to pay the contractors directly instead.
In England the fraud upon the bankruptcy law principle has now been parsed into two
subrules. The anti-deprivation rule covers contractual provisions that seek to withdraw an
asset from the bankrupt estate, while the pari passu rule covers contractual provisions that
seek to circumvent the bankruptcy scheme of distribution by giving a creditor more than their
share. The real significance of the modern English approach is that the anti-deprivation rule
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is now based on considerations of good faith and sensible commercial purpose, while the
pari passu rule is based on effect rather than intent. Thus, one of the subrules has returned
to its earlier roots and is concerned with fraudulent intent, while the other subrule views
intent as irrelevant. Horizon Earthworks provides little guidance on whether Canadian courts
are likely in the future to embrace the English anti-deprivation rule. To the extent that it
recognizes a single principle grounded in consideration of public policy covering both types
of cases, this suggests that the principles that animate both types of cases are the same. On
this view, the case provides some support for the view that fraudulent intent plays no role in
either type of case in Canada. On the other hand, Horizon Earthworks was concerned with
a contractual provision that altered the bankruptcy scheme of distribution — the pari passu
rule. It therefore might be argued to have no bearing on whether Canadian courts will be
receptive to the English anti-deprivation rule.
This debate about the common law anti-deprivation rule might have been rendered moot
by the enactment of a statutory anti-deprivation rule that applies to all insolvency
proceedings.47 However, Parliament chose not to enact the provision in respect of
bankruptcies of corporations and other artificial entities, and the common law rule will
therefore continue to operate in cases that involve a commercial bankruptcy as opposed to
a restructuring. The statutory anti-deprivation rule has its own unique quirks — notably the
ability of a court to order its inapplicability based upon its financial effect on the applicant
— but it is clearly based on the effect of the transaction and not on the intent of the
contracting party. The unresolved question in Canada is therefore whether the common law
principle that operates in commercial bankruptcies will be effects-based or intent-based.
The most problematic feature of Horizon Earthworks is its analysis of the traditional
exception based on trust or assignment that brings the case outside the ambit of the common
law rule. Neither the anti-deprivation rule nor the pari passu rule applies where the asset has
been assigned or made subject to a valid trust before the commencement of bankruptcy
proceedings. In the case of an assignment or transfer, the common law rule does not apply
because the property is no longer the property of the bankrupt at the date of the bankruptcy
proceedings.48 In the case of a trust, there is no deprivation or alteration of the bankruptcy
distribution rules because the BIA expressly provides that trust property is not divisible
amongst the creditors.
The contract between Greenview and Horizon did not provide that Horizon was to hold
the funds in trust. The trust provisions were found in the bonding arrangements between
Horizon and Western Surety. The Court of Appeal dealt with this issue in the following
paragraph:
In our view, the contractual arrangements here do not establish a relationship sufficient to distinguish Bail.
Although there is language in the contracts between Horizon and Western Surety relating to unpaid funds
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being earmarked with a trust, Greenview is not a party to the Bonds or the ISA, and has no legal obligations
under any of those agreements to pay unpaid creditors. While the Labour and Material Payment Bond says
that Greenview, as Obligee under the Bonds, can bring claims on behalf of unpaid creditors, it does not
require Greenview to do so. Nothing in any document places an obligation on Greenview to pay the unpaid
creditors. Thus, if Greenview owes money to Horizon at bankruptcy pursuant to the Harper Creek Contract,
that account receivable becomes the property of the Trustee.49

The Court appears to be proceeding on the basis that the contractual documents between
Horizon and Western Surety had designated Greenview as the trustee, but that Greenview
was not a party to this agreement. Although this appears to be the case in respect of the
labour and materials bond, the provisions of the indemnity and security agreement make it
clear that Horizon additionally was declaring a trust in favour of the subcontractors in respect
of funds that were owed to it by Greenview. In any event, the Court’s conclusion on this
point does not undermine the principle that an assignment of the debt or a declaration of a
trust in favour of another will bring the matter outside the ambit of the fraud upon the
bankruptcy laws principle. The Court simply found that a trust had not been validly
constituted on the particular facts of the case at hand.
One further point should be made. Greenview would not, by any means, be out of the
woods if it were able to convince a court that the fraud upon the bankruptcy laws principle
did not apply because it held the funds in trust for the subcontractors. The issue would then
arise whether this trust in substance constituted a security interest so as to require registration
under the PPSA.50 If it did constitute a security interest in the form of a trust, its lack of
registration would render it effective against the trustee in bankruptcy.51 Even if it was
considered to be a true trust, a further issue would arise as to the resolution of a priority
competition between a trust and a security interest. Although the trust would have arisen
before the bank obtained its security interest, the bank could argue that it was entitled to
priority on the basis that it was a bona fide purchaser of a legal interest for value and without
knowledge of the trust.52
VI. CONCLUSION
In one respect, an abandonment in Canada of the archaic fraud upon the bankruptcy laws
language in favour of a common law anti-deprivation rule and a pari passu rule would be a
useful development in that it would more sharply focus on the different reasons for the
invalidation of the contractual provision. Roy Goode53 and Sarah Worthington54 have both
argued that the recognition of this division is crucial in order to understand the differing
objectives of the two subrules. It is important to note that neither have argued that this
recognition justifies the approach to good faith and commercial purpose taken by the
Supreme Court of the United Kingdom in Belmont. Indeed, Worthington argues that the
decision has emasculated the anti-deprivation rule and that this will produce a dramatic
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increase in “defensive drafting” as parties seek to protect their deprivation provisions.55 Other
English commentators have characterized the good faith safe harbor as “unacceptably
obscure.”56
To date, Canadian courts have not displayed any interest in breaking down the fraud on
the bankruptcy law principle into these two separate rules. The danger in doing so is that
Canadian courts might go further and apply Belmont without carefully examining whether
there exists a convincing explanation why the common law anti-deprivation rule should
protect good faith dealings that seek a commercially sensible objective, whereas the pari
passu rule should view such considerations as irrelevant. The Canadian fraud upon the
bankruptcy law principle presently applies to both types of cases, and Canadian courts have
held that this refers to “fraud in the effect” rather than “in the sense of dishonesty or
impropriety.”57
The Horizon Earthworks decision makes it clear that the pari passu portion of the
common law principle will be applied with its full vigour in Canada. What remains to be
seen is if the anti-deprivation rule portion will follow the same trajectory as in England and
revert to a rule concerned with actual fraud.58 Even if Canadian courts reject this aspect, they
may nevertheless be attracted to other aspects of the English approach. In particular, they
may be receptive to the idea that the artificial distinction between defeasance of an absolute
interest and those that create determinable or limited interests should no longer prevail,
except in cases where the exception has been long recognized. This would bring the antideprivation aspect of the common law principle rule more in alignment with the statutory
anti-deprivation rule in the Canadian insolvency law statutes.
Predictions about the future are notoriously unreliable, but we can reasonably anticipate
that Canadian insolvency lawyers will raise Belmont in their arguments and that courts will
then need to decide whether to follow this new path. Recognizing the existence of two
distinct rules is beneficial in that it properly focuses the inquiry. The insolvency-related
triggering event is the critical element in the case of the anti-deprivation rule. The contractual
provisions that contravene the pari passu rule typically do not involve an insolvency-related
triggering event. Rather, the contracting party’s right to invoke a contractual provision after
the commencement of bankruptcy proceedings is lost because it interferes with the scheme
of distribution mandated by bankruptcy law. Moreover, the recognition of two separate
common law rules is likely inevitable now that we have enacted a statutory anti-deprivation
rule that covers only part of the terrain.
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But there it should end. Canadian courts should not take the further step and follow
Belmont in adopting an intent-based test in respect of the anti-deprivation rule. This is clearly
contrary to existing Canadian decisions that do not require proof of actual fraud in cases
involving insolvency triggered forfeiture. A move to an intent-based anti-deprivation rule is
difficult to justify given that the new statutory anti-deprivation rule clearly adopts an effectsbased test. An even better solution would be to amend section 84.2(1) so that it covers all
bankrupts and not just bankrupt individuals. The US Bankruptcy Code59 does not limit its
anti-deprivation provisions in this way, and the Canadian approach appears to proceed from
a mistaken assumption that the primary purpose of the rule is to enhance the fresh start policy
afforded to the individual debtor. This would simplify matters considerably. The end result
would be a statutory anti-deprivation rule that would apply in all insolvency proceedings, and
a common law pari passu rule that would apply in bankruptcy.60
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